Continued enrollment in this course beyond the first week of classes signifies your understanding and acceptance of the policies stated below.

I have read the course policies and attachments, and the CS Dept. Policy on Koofers, Old Programs, Cheating and Computer Use. Any questions that I had about the administration, policies and syllabus of this course have been answered satisfactorily.

I understand that there are none of the programming assignments or tests in this course are group assignments. I understand that I am allowed to discuss C++ course code pertaining to the programming assignments only with the course GTAs and Instructors. I understand that failure to abide by the Honor Code policies stated in the Course Contract are violations of the Virginia Tech Honor Code and will be treated as such.

I understand that, in this course, certain programming and documentation styles and standards are required on all programs written and handed in for grading. I have been informed of the computer file backup policy for this course and realize that loss of work due to hardware or software failure is not an acceptable excuse. Questions I had about these aspects of the course have been answered satisfactorily.

I understand that if I fail to pick up a graded assignment before submitting the current assignment that I may lose points on the current assignment because I have repeated mistakes made on the earlier assignment.

I understand that it is my responsibility to be aware of any announcements regarding test dates, due dates for projects and homework, and project specifications. I understand those announcements will be made in class and posted as described in the course policies. I understand that nonattendance does not excuse me from this responsibility.

I understand that nonattendance may have an adverse effect on my performance in the course and that it is my responsibility (not that of the instructor or GTA) to make up for missed classes.

I understand that I have only two weeks to question the evaluation of any assignment, measured from the time that scores are released or the assignment is made available for pickup (not from the time I actually pick it up or learn my score).